During the years of war and revolution the people of China had been blown about like
autumn leaves, settling now here, now there. With many tears they had left some the could
graves of their ancestors. Few people afford a trip of a thousand stomach came could
to return to those tombs. Nai Nai it was the disgrace of kilometers when disgrace said like about
those untended graves that caused our so much sorrow.
unhappy all had left husband country

I had come this resting place of our ancestors to days about many seven grandfather
times and knew the names on stones by heart. I had seen the suitable the war saddened kilometers places
set aside for my Nai Nai and Ma Ma and Ba Ba and for a son if and about
there should be one. I was saddened that was no place for me. One
trouble when there

I would marry, and when I died would lie with my thousand trouble day I site him
husband in some much place.

I was seven when Ye Ye I came with Ba Ba to find died tears about caused find
a suitable location for my grandfather’s . Ba Ba brought with him his bamboo grave lie places
divination blocks, would help him discover the most resting burial auspicious
place, the place with the feng shui. If your ancestors were displeased best mischievous there
to with suitable brought certain mischievous

Nai Nai been unhappy with the site Ba Ba had for her
had aside caused chosen slithering about
husband, but then Nai Nai ______________ unhappy about everything.

Unlike Nai Nai, who could ______________ see that I was not a son, Ye Ye

_______________ been kind to me and would pick ______________ bits of meat from his

dish ___ untended had ______________ the names distant

rice and ______________ them in my dish. When Ye Ye ______________ sick, my ba ba

put ___ saddened you ___ had became there

prescribed a ______________ kind of snake for him and Ye Ye ______________ me bits of

location ___ all certain ___ gave everything ___ would

that cooked snake. For days I thought I felt it slithering about in my stomach.
During the years of war and revolution the people of China had been blown about like autumn leaves, settling now here, now there. With many tears they had left some graves of their ancestors. Few people afford a trip of a thousand kilometers to return to those tombs. Nai Nai said it was the disgrace of those untended graves that caused our so much sorrow.

I had come to this resting place of our ancestors times and knew the names on stones by heart. I had seen the set aside for my Nai Nai and Ma Ma and Ba Ba and for a son there should be one. I was saddened that was no place for me. One when trouble I would marry, and when I died would lie with my husband in some place.

I was seven when Ye Ye. I came with Ba Ba to find tears about caused a suitable location for my grandfather’s grave. Ba Ba brought with him his bamboo divination blocks, which would help him discover the most place, the place with the feng shui. If your ancestors were displeased their burial place, they could and cause you trouble.

Nai Nai been unhappy with the site Ba Ba had for her
husband, but then Nai Nai was unhappy about everything.

Unlike Nai Nai, who could see that I was not a son, Ye Ye

was been kind to me and would pick bits of meat from his

unattended had the names distant

rice and them in my dish. When Ye Ye sick, my ba ba

put saddened you had became there

prescribed a kind of snake for him and Ye Ye gave me bits of

location all certain gave everything would

that cooked snake. For days I thought I felt it slithering about in my stomach.